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A gravity lab

Gravity is the most immediate force experienced by humans, and
perhaps one of the most mysterious; it evades so far a complete
theory for quantization; In the extreme high energy regime is
accessible to particle physics if the fundamental Planck scale is low
(LHC) or accessible in cosmology, e.g., run time differences
(depending on frequency) of light from distant sources (MAGIC).

A classical feature predicted by GR are gravitational waves

Gµµ + Λgµν = 8πGTµν , (1)

Einstein 1916. Emitted from binary (2-body) systems. Amplitude
drops as 1/r, so typically small. In addition, wide range of
frequencies.
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A gravity lab

EMRI: extreme mass ratio inspiral (orbit of light around much heavier
object that gradually decays due to GW emission)
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LIGO observation of BH merger 2016

It already happened 2016:
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LIGO observation of BH merger 2016

Fig from Ligo PRL

A new era of seeing the universe has began! Let us take full
advantage of this. THINK BIG
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LISA

interferometry

LISA (project by ESA, previously eLISA): Put this in solar orbit, have
lasers on three space crafts with interferometer arms of length 5
million km. great vacuum
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Preparing for LISA

Laser Interferometer Space Antenna

launch date: 2034

RECENT NEWS:
eLISA-pathfinder (proof of principle) launched Dec 3, 2015
Arrived at Lagrange Point 1 (sun/earth) Jan 22, 2016
Science mission (tests, study free fall) started Mar 8, 2016

single space craft with one arm of 38 cm length to fit in a single craft.

interferometry
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Preparing for LISA

performance exceeds expectations
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LISA

interferometry

in LISA only 2 arms!
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LISA

from http://vallis.org/images/graphics/2013-01-aas.pdf

http://arxiv.org/abs/1305.5720
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LISA

eLISA: low frequency; from white paper 1202.0839
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LISA

slide by Guido Mueller, Monterey April 2013
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LISA
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